Falcons and Eagles’ Homework Trail (Term 3 2021-22)
horizontally

or

diagonally

through

the

grid to get your Extra Mile sticker.

vertically,

Can you complete any 6 squares on the

Off on the trail...

You must complete three squares in a row, passing

middle square.

Camp

Weekly homework tasks

This term our hero is

What the video ‘Trade’ on the

ELIZABETH GARRETT

BBC bitesize website.

ANDERSON. Research and find
out about her. What were her

Reading

achievements? Why do you think
Read for at least 10 minutes every day.

This

could be your school reading book or a book

she has been chosen as

Create a 2-D piece of artwork
showing forces in action.

one of

Research the ship called ‘The

A task will set on Mathletics each week. You
can use the games and challenges available on
Mathletics as often as you like. The more, the

Top Trump cards.

Practice the sounds or spellings that have been

sent home.

Write a newspaper article
about its arrival at Tilbury

categories could be.

Docks in London, report on the

importance of its passengers.

have been sent home.

Spellings

Empire Windrush’

Think carefully about what the

better! Practice the times tables facts that

Look in you food cupboard and
comes from.

our Year Group Heroes?

Make a set of Forces themed

the words Trade/Import/Export.

list which countries your food

from home.

Mathletics and Time Tables

Write your own definitions for

Choose a country in the
Caribbean: find out about it and
record key physical and human
geographical information such as
population, key towns/cities, land
type, weather, industry, currency
and languages spoken.

You have inherited £1million

Research a force that we have

Design a poster, encouraging

pounds, but can only keep

not studied in class; e.g.

people from the Caribbean to

£200,000.

The rest has to

magnets, friction, air resistance.

emigrate to the UK in the late

‘make a difference’ to others.

Conduct an experiment to show

1940s.

Explain what you would do with

its effects in action, and report

it, using software if you wish.

your findings.

Have a look at and learn the words from the

Homeward

Bound...Record all your homework in your homework book. You do

list from your list and practice regularly.

not need to bring in your homework each week to be checked. We will be holding a Trail End
Homework Showcase in class on Tuesday 22nd February when you can share your homework
with the class and celebrate your hard work.

The Extra Mile…

Base

